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A vision of Scotland’s future

Significant role for natural resources – land, 
marine, oil/gas, etc – in maintaining incomes 
and public spending: Norwegian model
Heavy fiscal reliance upon resources rents
Conditions for realising this model

Terms and nature of market access
Sources and costs of capital investment
Skills, technology and governance



Breaking up is hard to do
Lessons from historical experience

Abrupt disintegration – Soviet Union, 
Yugoslavia

Collapse in trade and energy links
Dire consequences for energy producers, 
especially exporters, in peripheral economies
Unresolved problems with assets & liabilities –
nuclear facilities, networks

Amicable divorce – Czechoslovakia
Much less integrated energy system than the UK



Profits, rents and taxation

Energy sector is highly capital-intensive
Most “profits” are return on capital not rents
Keeping down the pre- & post-tax cost of capital 
may be critical to promote investment
The major share of any taxes on energy will be 
passed on to consumers – but for exports?
Even in the oil & gas production the share of rents 
is falling – and will continue to fall
The scope for a fiscal bonus from the energy 
sector may be much smaller than some envisage



Prospect & issues for the energy sector

Scotland as an energy exporter
How large & secure are oil & gas rents? 
Lessons from shale gas/oil in the US
CO2 storage and/or enhanced recovery?
Key role for investment in transmission networks
Enclave & export-oriented developments -
competition with and lessons from Ireland 

The future of energy-intensive industries
Would the government wish to continue subsidies 
for these activities?



Macro-economic management

Price volatility and economic adjustment
Labour mobility
Fixed vs floating exchange rates
Stabilisation fund

The resource curse?
Impact on traded goods sectors
Experience of other countries



A sovereign wealth fund?

How did Norway do it?
Starting point
Control of and investment in oil assets
Rules of the game

Experience of other countries
Exchange funds vs oil funds

Virtuous now or in the future?
Initial fiscal balance
Expectations about energy prices
When and how to invest



Financing investment

Scale of investment requirements
80-100% of total business investment
Need to fund decommissioning
Reliance on capital inflows

Are the rules attractive to foreign investors?
Stability of policy framework and fiscal regime
Can the government forego business taxes
Record in other sectors

What risk premium?



Market access for gas

Opportunities to develop shale gas in E&W
Strong incentive for RUK to solve the issue of 
competing property rights

The future of international gas prices
Is the official view plausible?

Transmission pricing
Alternative sources of supply – Norway & LNG
Scotland as a transit country – netback prices 

Shift from import to export parity prices



Market access for electricity

The future of the GB market
The consequences of disintegration
Existing conventional capacity sufficient to cover 
Scotland’s domestic demand + reserve margin
Pool prices in separate markets
Constraints on dispatch
What is the value of Scotland’s renewable 
generation – wind & marine?
Who bears the cost of subsidies?

Paying for transmission & interconnectors
Nuclear decommissioning



Regulation of energy networks

Can pooling of transport costs continue?
Consequences of unbundling transit charges
Open access and governance arrangements
Locational costs within Scotland
Paying for export-oriented interconnection

Energy market reform?
A single buyer in an export sector?
Capacity payments and backup
Who is the counterparty to ROCs/CfDs?


